
DEVELOPING AN ARGUMENT DISSERTATION

Think of yourself as a member of a jury, listening to a lawyer who is presenting an opening argument. You'll want to
know very soon whether the lawyer believes.

Karin Crawford. Taylor G. Items that can usefully go in the appendices are those that a reader would want to
see, but which would take up too much space and disrupt the flow if placed within the main text. Research
questions quiz. Has been decided to use the development and implementation of the Electricity. Did my
reading and research throw up anything unexpected? Understand the purpose and structure of the introduction
of a thesis proposal. Gathered from the Social Development for Youth Project. It is best to have a draft of your
summary sentences ready before you start writing, as this will dictate how you should organize your material.
It should produce knowledge that future researchers or practitioners can build on. Relevant and original
Explanation Addresses a problem relevant to your field or discipline The research question should be
developed based on initial reading around your topic , and it should focus on addressing a problem or gap in
the existing knowledge. See an example What makes a strong research question? Your conclusion will draw
on this process of research and thinking to present a balanced summary of the argument, using cautious
language as appropriate to the strength of your findings. If yours doesn't, then it's not an argumentâ€”it may be
a fact, or an opinion, but it is not an argument. A version of your claim will probably be included somewhere
in your introduction. The effect of better facilities is that less young people hang around the street in the
evenings, getting into trouble. Asking yourself the following questions may help you think critically about
your material and identify some potential arguments: How can I bring together the various different ideas that
interest me about my topic? Often, but not always, deductive thinking moves from the general to the
particular, and results in clear statements. Michael Dukakis lost the presidential election because he failed to
campaign vigorously after the Democratic National Convention. This thesis makes a definite, arguable claim:
that the disintegration of economies played a more important role than cultural forces in defeating communism
in Eastern Europe. Improving the structure and content Once you have the dissertation in draft form it
becomes easier to see where you can improve it. Why does X occur? What are the most effective
communication strategies for increasing voter turnout among unders? There is sometimes a tendency to be
drawn to ideas that explicitly or implicitly support our own ways of thinking - the echo chamber - which can
result in narrow or flawed arguments. Moving from doing the research to writing a comprehensive account of
it is not necessarily easy. To make it easier to read you can use clear signposting at the beginning of chapters,
and write links between sections to show how they relate to each other. The structure of an argument At the
heart of all arguments is a claim - the main premise that you are interested in proving. Strategies for
Developing a Thesis Statement. As with deductive reasoning, different ways of arguing are possible. It is
important to show that you appreciate the limitations of your research, and how these may affect the validity
or usefulness of your findings. I want to read further to see how the author argues this claim. A question "Why
did communism collapse in Eastern Europe? Cannot be answered with easily found facts and figures If you
can answer the question through a Google search or by reading a single book or article, it is probably not
complex enough. Anticipate the counterarguments. This will then form the basis for your next, improved,
draft. Once you have a working thesis, you should think about what might be said against it. If you complicate
your thesis by anticipating the counterargument, you'll strengthen your argument, as shown in the sentence
below.


